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Autumn is in the air with blue cloudless sky. This is the time of the year that
makes entire Bengali community nostalgic. To the Bengali community, it brings
their memory of childhood; it fills their memory with smell of “Shiuli” flower.
It is Durgapuja time - a time, when Goddess Durga is believed to visit her parental home with her children – Maa Laxmi, Maa Saraswati, Lord Ganesha and Lord
Karthika. According to Hindu mythology, Lord Rama performed worship of “Maa Durga” before attacking Lanka during this time of the year. Hence This Durgapuja is
also called “Akal Bodhan”. Maa Durga symbolizes the divine power; She killed
“Asura” with her 10 hands. Maa Durga and her killing of “Asura” is a symbol of
good prevailing over bad, which is relevant even today’s hi-tech world.
To us Bengalis, this is not just a religious festival; it is an expression of
our culture, our brotherhood. It is an occasion where we forget all animosity
and hug each other.
Durgapuja brings us an opportunity to get together with
our lost friends, distant relatives. Durgapuja is an occasion where an expatriate comes back to his motherland, gets touch of his root.
Bengali community in South Florida is not an exception. This community is a vibrant community with their intense interest on keeping the Bengali tradition in
their heart. We want to carry forward the tradition and pass the baton to next
generation. With that common goal, we formed Bengali Association of South Florida (BASFL) in 2007. BASFL celebrates Saraswati puja, Holi Festival, Rabindra
Jayanti (Birth festival of Rabindra Nath Tagore), Durgapuja and Diwali every
year. This community is a platform where the Bengali diaspora connects to its
origin. BASFL is on its mission to showcase the rich and vibrant culture of Indian sub continent in general, a culture that is known to the world for its vibrancy.
BASFL is thankful to all its donors and patrons, without whom it could never accomplish any success. BASFL is proud of all its members and participants - a
synergy that keeps us moving. Finally, on behalf of BASFL, I would like to express a big thanks to the publication team of “Saikatey”.
We at BASFL hope for a nice Durgapuja celebration for you all and wish you a
very special “Shobho Bijoya, 2015 !”
With Best Wishes
Jaydip Bhattacharya
President, BASFL 2015
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By: Ruma Bhattacharya
In a crowd I stand alone
Surrounded by faces all around
Searching for a story in every eye

I find many – some happy and humming
Some with a tear lost in their eyes
For these I wonder what killed their smile
And what will bring it back to life..
Then on a day, when my heart was heavy
And the world gloomy…

I found my answer amongst the crowd
As I walked aimlessly with a vacant look..
A pairs of eyes twinkled at me
And then hid behind the folds of his mother’s dress
The little face lit up with a smile ..
At the innocent game of hide and seek

The gloomy world seemed brighter again..
As he sent a twinkle my way ..
The smile he started found my lips..
As I realized every face wanted to smile..
I just need to send it their way..
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My mind is jostling between I, my, and mine,
There are other stars which also shine.
I kept on bothering, what is mine,
Failed to appreciate stars that shine.

Thus I come and thus I go,
Failed to overcome my ego.
Always thinking of me, my, and mine,
Failed to appreciate stars that shine.

There were times to do something,
But I wasted my life doing nothing.
Beauties are created by the Divine,
Failed to appreciate stars that shine.

Criticizing others whatever be the cost,
Never thought what I have lost.
Enjoyed the sufferings on another line,
Failed to appreciate stars that shine.

Is there a bottle full of wine?
Which can polish the heart of mine.
Forget to bother, I, my, and mine,
Appreciate all the stars that shine.

One day at the end of dawn,
All alone while sitting at the lawn.
Realized the curse of me, my, and mine,
Vowed to appreciate all the stars that shine.
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Notun Ke Apon Kora
By: Ankita Guha Patra

Notun jayga, notun lok, notun poribesh,
Ek kahini shuru holo, onno kahini shesh.
Notun boi’er notun patay, lekhte shuru kori,
Purono khatar golpo gulo khale luko-churi.

Notun boi’er choritro’r shonge hoy porichoy,

Nobo bondhu rupo’r moton, shona’r moton noi.
Pata gulo bhorte thakche, bhuje othar aage,
Boi ta kokhon shesh hoye galo, bolte ke ba pare?

Rupo’r bondu shona holo, shona’r bondu shona,
Shobai holo porom bondu, jai na tader gona.
Purono khata ta chhillo prio, notun o holo kache’r,
Aye bhabe hoi apon kora, shob kichhu’r majhe.
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Running Out Of Time

By : Shreya Dutta

The clock is slowly shattering and crippling into pieces.
Chains are slipping out of my hands, It’s pulling me closer to the edge
Tile by tile I walk closer to the dead end of the checkerboard pulling back on the clock,
The clock won’t budge.
The clock drags me towards it,
It starts to cripple and drift away, tears come down from my eye
The clock pulls me forward.
The bits of the clock float out into the dark sky.
The farther the pieces go the
smaller they are.
I am running out of time.
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There is always some surprise awaiting us in the most unwanted of quarters. This thought looms large
when one comes to the sedate and blissful island of Diu. This miniscule isle belonging to the Union Territory
of Daman and Diu offers a much-cherished solitude from city bustle by providing heartwarming scenic treats.
This heavenly habitation invites a solemn feeling by showing the sights of the golden dusts on its beaches and
palm-blessed airy landscapes with the finishing touches of old, Portuguese monuments. Diu astonishingly has
the essence of an international vacation despite being a part of India. So, if
you feel that your peace of mind is running at a loss, a trip to Diu might be a

quick solution to restore it! The distinctive goodness of the island is in its
rocky bays and sunbathed beaches. These beaches are shallow and safe for
swimming. The island has a treasure of beautiful trees like Casurina and
Hoka, in addition to the coconut and palm trees that add magic to this balmy
landmass.
Daman and Diu are a part of Indian Union Territories. The Portuguese had settled and controlled these
lands for nearly four hundred and fifty years and thus, some massive forts and cathedrals are still found on the
island. It would be hard to resist the temptation of extending ones’ holiday on this island and most people,
who come thinking about a day holiday, crave to stay here for a week. This place was originally inhabited by
Parsees for three years when they were fleeing from religious persecution in Persia. Now, Diu is controlled
and governed by India from New Delhi.
This island is demarcated from the coast by a tidal channel. The entry has two separate enclaves and a
huge fort serves to be the jewel in the crown. The north of the island is marshy and limestone cliffs and rocks
fall on the southern coast. Limestones were utilized in the formation of forts and important monuments of the
town. The entrance towards the island is from Una (Gujarat) that has a fishing village called Ghogla. Diu is
situated at the eastern end of this village. Diu has an enriching historical and mythological past. It is believed
that some episodes of Mahabharata had taken place in parts of Diu. The Pandava brothers spent some days at
Mani Nagar in Diu during their exile and the demon king, Jallandhar, who reigned there was killed by Lord
Krishna. Diu was also the ruling grounds of the Mauryan kings and served as a trade route for the Shaurashtra
coast. Some political intrigues between the Mughal rulers facilitated the entry and subsequent capture of Diu
by the Portuguese. The island was finally freed from the Portuguese influence in 1961.
There are plenty of ways to indulge in luxury in this luscious island. One can marvel at the amazing
Portuguese architecture that is still extant on the island and also satiate one’s appetite by tasting the weather
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numerous seafood delicacies and beverages. Bread, and most importantly, the alcohol served on these islands
have been triggering tourism both from India and abroad. A huge number of tourists resort to scooter or bicycle rides to witness the lovely beaches and churches that are
found in clusters. The best of the beaches would be Devka,
Pargola and Jampore. Diu has a course of Chassi river on the
north and is surrounded by the Arabian Sea on three sides.
The length of the coastline is 21 kilometres. A noteworthy
element of this island is the preservation of the rows of Hoka
trees brought from Africa by the Portuguese. Diu amazingly

has a pleasant weather most of the times despite being seaward. Some untainted beaches here would be the
Nagoa beach, Ghoghla beach, and the Jallandher beach.
Apart from pristine beaches, the architectural splendor of Churches and Cathedrals like Saint Paul,
Saint Thomas, and the Church of St. Francis of Assisi add a special historical dimension to the tourism. The
most domineering presence is of the Diu Fort acting as the main attraction for people who are interested in history. In 1535 AD Bahadur Shah signed a pact with the Portuguese against the Mughal king, Humayun, and
hence they built this fort for hiding their troops and consequently, thwarting the plots of the Delhi Sultan who
wished to capture Diu. The gothic structure of St. Paul Church is the most pleasing sight one would ever see in

these parts. The people from all walks of life visit here and the Church, build around 15th Century, is a dedication to “Our Lady of Immaculate Conception.” There are carvings from stories of the Holy Bible and the artistic pattern is similar to that of the Bom Jesus Basilica of Goa. At night the church is decorated with lights that
add to its enchantment. The historical charm of this place is further heightened as one beholds the “Fortim-doMar” or the stone fortress of Pani kotha resting above the sea and lying at a distance of 1 mile from the jetty at
Diu. There exists a light house and a chapel in reverence to ‘Our Lady of the Sea’. The location of this fort is
such that it can be viewed from all directions. This structure could be discerned from the Ghogla village too.
Some colorful lights at night magnify the aura of this place tenfold. Pani kotha is visited by tourists with the
help of tourist boats.
Nagoa, a small settlement by the village of Bucharwada, has a unique beach that looks like a horse
shoe. It is here that the Portuguese planted Hoka trees to enhance the prosperity of the island. Here one can get
that long desired calm that one craves for in city-life. People choose this beach for enjoying sea sports and
swimming. The rich elites come here to repose in the shadow of the palm trees. At a distance of 1 kilometer
from the Diu town one will come across another beach that has the shrine of the demon king Jallandhar over a
hillock. This shrine is endowed with a dome having the overwhelming rock cut face of Jallandhar within.
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Lying within a glade of exotic trees, Diu has troves of blue beaches. If you are planning to visit Diu, then

Ghogla beach would be something that you cannot miss. The stretch of gold and silvery sands moistened by
the cool froths of the Arabian Sea can make a person speechless and transcend elsewhere. The sun gives a
warm embrace to the visitors who savor the pleasure of the rays with a book or sips of coconut water. The
people who are a bit adventurous, sea-surfing and parasailing can be a good fit for their spirit.
It is said and believed that the Chakratirth beach at the South
west of the Diu district was the arena for mythological events. This
beach is renowned for the old legend it bears. It is said that Lord
Krishna with his Sudarshan Chakra slayed the demon-king, Jallandher

somewhere in these areas. The foot prints of Krishna have been
carved out over a hill-stone very close to the beach. Towards the
south western part, one can see the sea rush into the crevices of the
hills of Bhanslo during low tide. The Chakratirth beach is also a hot favorite of people who love to walk in the
beauty of sunsets. The famous Gangeshwar Temple has the touch of myths since the Pandavas, who passed an
amount of time from their exile in these lands, offered their prayers to the Shiv-linga of this temple. The quiet
and soothing town has many Churches as well and
some of them have been transformed as the Bureaus of
old antiques and artefacts from the Portuguese era. The
Saint Thomas Church is now a museum of antiques and
presents a multi-colored fountain show that is loved by
kids. There is also a sea shell museum that houses about
2500 to 3000 sea shells near the Nagoa beach.
From the above description, it is clear that Diu is an exuberant island that stitches the sand and the sea
together to the fabric of the sky and is like a gift of God on earth. There are soulful scenes, wondrous beaches,
and quaint spots in plenty awaiting the island that would help bring peace to the most fatigued of minds. The
island offers a composite whole and gives a mixture of different ethnic identities. Hindi, other regional lan-

guages like Gujrati, along with English and Portuguese are spoken here. Diu is truly one of those rare tourist
vacations that blends past with future and adds an element of timelessness to its core essence.
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By: Rohan and Ritika Samanta

This summer when we visited India,
we made a trip to Udaipur in Rajasthan with our cousins.

been turned to museum with many
antique articles, paintings, decorative furniture and utensils from the
royal era.

and Palaces".

We visited Shilpgram where handicrafts and handloom products are
It is the historic capital of the
developed. We ate the local food
kingdom of Mewar in the former
We drove to the famous Jain temple which was mostly vegetarian. But the
Rajputana Agency. Maharana Udai
known as Ranakpur which is an archi- food was cooked fresh, so tasted so
Singh of the Sisodia clan of Rajputs tect by itself. We also took the
delicious. We had so much fun with
founded the city in 1559 AD and
ropeway and saw the beautiful sunour cousins and their families. The
shifted his capital from the city of
set from the top of Udaipur. My
hotel we stayed was called Udai kohi.
Chittorgarh to Udaipur.
Mom and Aunt went for shopping in
The rooms were very beautiful with
the town for souvenirs. The market marble carvings. There was even a
is very colorful and was very busy
roof top swimming pool where we did
Owing to its many lakes, the city is
with locals and tourists.
swimming. It was a trip to be reoften called the "Venice of the
membered.
We also did boating on Lake Pichola.
East", and is also nicknamed the
Situated on Lake Pichola is the Lake
"Lake City" or "City of Lakes". UdaiPalace which was constructed to
pur is best known for its history,
serve as a royal summer palace. It is
culture, scenic locations and the Rajmade up of white marble, the palace
put-era palaces. We went to see the
is now a luxury 5 Star hotel, operatCity Palace which was the official
ing under the "Taj Hotels Resorts
residence of the king and now has
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sharks and last but not the least the spectacular colored
This summer I went to San Francisco with my
mom, dad and sister. It was a memorable trip for me and jelly fish. I touched a manta ray. It felt so smooth. Our
next stop was the Bixby Bridge built in 1931. It was amazI would like to share it with you.
ing how people built such a tall and sturdy bridge on the
We flew by Delta Airlines from Ft. Lauderdale to
mountains so many years ago. Next, we drove to see the
San Francisco via Detroit. It was a very long flight. We
McWay Falls. It was a waterfall falling on to the beach. It
stayed in the heart of the city in Union Square.
looked like a beautiful painting. Far in the Pacific Ocean,
On the first day of our visit we went to Pier 39
we saw whales spraying out water from their spouts.
a.k.a Fisherman’s Wharf by the bay. The place was full of
On the fourth day, my dad and I went to the Exstores and restaurants. There were acrobats and musicians
ploratorium. I learnt so much about science there. On our
performing on the street. The air had an odor of sea food.
way back to the hotel, I got a chance to board a cable
From there we walked to the Ghirardelli Square. The
car. It was like a tram from Kolkata.
Ghirardelli store had varieties of chocolates and ice
On the fifth day, we walked on the Golden Gate
creams. We sat in a meadow like place facing the bay.
My sister and I played tag. There were so many sail boats Bridge. We also visited the Palace of Fine Arts.
in the water. I saw a big schooner sailing. I captured the
On the sixth day, we went to the Muir Woods. I
beautiful scene with my camera.
was amazed to see how tall red wood trees could be. It
was so calm and quiet there.
On the second day, we went to the Botanical
Garden. I saw so many types of plants and trees there. For
On the last day, we stayed at Putul maashi’s
the first time in my life, I saw the tiniest bird in the planet.
place. My dad and I went to the Japanese Tea Garden.
It was a hummingbird sucking nectar from flowers. After
There I saw Koi fish, bamboo trees, a Buddha statue etc.
exploring nature, we went to meet Putul maashi and her
It was so amazing to see a Japanese house. Do you know
parents. We all went to the California Academy of Scihow to say hello on telephone in Japanese? Its Moshi
ence where I got to experience how an earthquake felt.
Moshi. I needed some more excitement. So we went to a
After that we took an Uber ride to Chinatown. It was a
park. There I went on a sand slide. It was so much fun.
street full of Chinese shops and restaurants. My sister and I
It was time to say bye to this beautiful city. I felt
tried on hand made straw hats.
so sad to leave. We took a red eye flight back to Florida.
On the third day, we went on a drive on the sceSan Francisco is a great place for people of all
nic Pacific Coast Highway. The road zigzagged through
ages.
I
enjoyed
my short stay there. I would like to go
high mountains along the Pacific Ocean. It was such an
there
again.
Try
to visit there if you get a chance.
exciting drive. We drove to the Monteray Bay Aquarium.
There I saw the Giant Pacific Octopus, coral reef, tiger
15

Rabindra Sarobar Experiences
Whenever I visit Kolkata I try and arrange to visit
other parts of India, and have seen many wonderful
things. My latest trip
was too short to arrange
a tour, but came to realize that there is so much
to see near my home in
New Alipore.

Rabindra Sarobar( lake)
is one of them, and I think it is a lifeline and an oasis
in overcrowded Kolkata. I was lucky to have the wonderful company of my friend Vijay to show me
around this wonder.
Almost every day of my stay we went for long walks
by the lake. Like us, lots of people were there, some
were walking, some were exercising, and nearby,
children were playing soccer.

On another day we went to see the Buddha temple at
another corner of the lake, and then the Durga museum It was an amazing experience to see. The collection of Durga Pratimas donated after each Puja are
kept there. Each one is
unique, I have no words
to explain how beautiful
they are! See the pictures
and judge for yourself.
After walking we would
to go to Desopriya park
to eat the famous samosa, kachuri, alurdom and
jilabi at a small place
called" Maharaj". No,
we didn't forget to drink delicious tea from clay pots
which is known as "matir kauri".

We also visited “Lion Club Safari Park" where chilAt one spot on the lake, many pink lotus flowers were dren play and, if they want, watch street dogs' puppies’ playing. One of those days while walking rain
smiling at us. Huge shoals of fish were swimming
away from the rowing club members moving elegant- started pouring, and I had another experience, standly along in their boat.
ing under the umbrella of the big tree, watching rain
drops fall on puddles.
There is a bridge across the lake. One day we stood at
the middle of the lake for a while and watched a cou- When you go to Kolkata
next, please take time to visple of swans passing by. Then saw ibises searching
it Rabindra Sarobar "The
for and eating insects, they
Oasis of Kolkata".
were so busy with their
chores they didn't even notice us. Vijay started telling me about when he was
a little boy, his sisters used
to bring him at to the same
spot. All his memories
came pouring out at that
moment. Through him I
was visualizing those
scenes.
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The Mystery of the Two Treasures
By: Bidita Majumdar
Mrs. Gibbs clapped her hands, “Class, we are
going on a field trip to...”. Everyone waited. “... to the
‘Museum of Arts', she said. The whole class squealed
with joy. “What’s your favorite artist?” asked Stella
Steiner. “Georgia O’Keefe”, replied Erica Arnolds.
“She uses such bright, bold colors”. “I like James Rizzi”, chimed
in Rianna Roland. “And how about
you Stella?”, asked Erica. “I am
with Salvador Dali”, anwered Stella, “And I bet that the ‘Museum of
Arts’ is better than Pedro’s antique shop ‘Around the World’”.
Stella liked“Around the World”, but she was even
more excited about the Museum.

shrill alarm sound activated. SER looked at each other as did others. The museum authorities announced,
that there has been a robbery in the museum. “Two
of the original special brushes of Salvador Dali are
missing!”. Nobody was allowed to leave the museum
without thorough check. The happy
faces of all the children and others
immediately turned to panic. Coming
back in the bus was no fun. They all
discussed about the robbery and felt
nervous. “There was no break-in of
the cabinet where the brushes were,
it was opened by an unauthorized
person!”, said SER.

At home Stella felt sad, as she thought that their field
Two days later was the field trip. SER (Stella, Erica & trip got spoiled because of all this. Just as she was
about to switch off the TV, an idea clicked. “How
Rianna) as they wished their team to be called,
about we, (SER) try to solve this mystery. SER always
reached school early and immediately boarded the
bus. On reaching destination they jumped out of the wanted to solve a mystery!,” thought Stella. And Mrs.
Johanna, the Museum manager was also well known
bus with joy. It was 11:05 AM, Stella glanced at her
new watch. She met Cliff at the gate, who worked at to Stella’s father. She convinced her dad, and then
called up Rianna and Erica. Both were thrilled at the
Pedro’s store. Stella knew Cliff and gave him a big
idea.
smile.

The next morning, Mr. Steiner introduced the three
detectives, SER, to Mrs. Johanna and put forward
their request to her. She thought deeply and said,
“Girls, you all need to wear special badges, and I
would allow only two days. If you could get me some
clues in this time, let’s see”. SER could not believe
their ears. Stella gave a tight hug to her dad. They
were on a mission. Like true sleuths, they were alert
At around 3 o'clock, Mrs. Gibbs clapped her hands, as trying to find, if anything was different from yesterit was time to leave the museum. She was making
day.
them ready for it, when all of a sudden they heard a
The children were having a great time, participating
in some workshop, organized by local artists. They
saw several paintings of their favorite artists. Stella
met Cliff again, when he mentioned that he was
ready to leave. It was past 1 o’clock, Stella had a lot
left to visit.
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Two hours passed by. As they were walking,
suddenly Stella noticed a card on the ground. It was
an ID card with the name of ‘Ian Smith’. SER went to
Mrs. Johanna to hand it over. “Where did you get
it?”, asked Mrs. Johanna. “Ian does not work for us
anymore. Two days back was his last working day
here. Maybe he dropped it”. “It was on the floor”,
replied Stella. Mrs. Johanna kept the card. Stella hesitated in her mind “... if Ian had his last working day
two days back, why is the card here? Something is not
right”, she thought to herself.

After a while she went back
to Mrs. Johanna, and requested if
they could see the visitors record
sign in book. Each day, every visitor
had to sign in, mentioning the time
before entering the Museum. The
employees used their badges to enter.

Many things were getting clear then. Mrs. Johanna immediately called the cops and then along
with SER rushed to Pedro’s antique shop ‘Around the
World’ to see if Cliff was there. They arrived at the
shop and discovered that Cliff was no where to be
found! But Pedro said that he received a call from
Cliff in the morning saying that he had a very precious
antique piece which he would like to trade. Pedro already had an appointment with him.
Mrs. Johanna, SER, and Law Enforcement Officers were waiting in a
van at a distance, watching Cliff and
Pedro through a camera. SER was correct! Cliff had Dali’s brushes! He asked
for a huge sum from Pedro, which he
agreed to, as per Police instruction.

After the deal was done, Pedro
very cordially walked along with Cliff
towards the van. The

SER was thoroughly going through the names. Enforcement Officers had already taken their posiThey saw their names mentioned as well as their
tions. Suddenly Cliff noticed them! But before
classmates in the list. The time mentioned was behe could make any attempt to escape, he was handtween 11:05-11:15 AM.
cuffed.
Stella remembered of meeting Cliff then, approximately between 11:05-11:10 AM, but his name
was nowhere there in the visitors page. “This can’t
Mrs. Johanna and the Police Force congratulated SER
be. How did he enter then?” Stella talked to Rianna
for their quick and logical thinking. They were in news
and Erica, and immediately went to Mrs. Johanna,
and pretty famous in school too.
and explained her doubt about Cliff. Mrs. Johanna
checked the system and found someone around
11:10 AM had used Ian Smith’s card to enter the mu- SER was happy to solve their first ever mystery!
seum.
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Once upon a time, there was a lonely chicken named Hunty. Hunty had a baby brother named Bunty.
Bunty never gets in trouble even when he drew on Hunty’s door with permanent marker, but Hunty sometimes get into trouble. Bunty had school and one day he pretended to go but he did not. He still did not get
into trouble. But whenever Hunty does that, he is in trouble. Hunty has an elder brother; his name is
Shuntie, he gets in trouble most of the time.
One day he found a duck friend named Lucky. They both went to the park. After they came back from
the park, the duck stole something from the chicken. In the morning Hunty found out that Lucky, the duck
stole an egg, so Lucky become Hunty’s “frienemy”. Hunty went to find a new friend. Hunty found a pig
named Eny and Hunty and Eny went to a place where there were lots of games. When they came back, they
went to bed. The next day, Hunty had school. Hunty thought that everything the teacher said was boring, so
the next day Hunty pretended to go to school but actually he went to the park to the see his friends. The next
day Hunty went to the beach instead of going to school. Then the next day Hunty went to a place where
there are lots of games. The next day Hunty went to a museum, then the next day Hunty went to a restaurant.
Then the next day Hunty got a letter from school saying “Hunty was
absent a lot.” His mom walked to school with him the next day and Hunty
didn’t like it.
“Can I walk to school alone?” asked Hunty.
“Nope” said Hunty’s mom.
“Why not?” asked Hunty.
“Because you might go somewhere else” said Hunty’s mom.
“I won’t” said Hunty.
“You might” said Hunty’s mom.
“But I don’t like school” said Hunty.
“Well you have to go to school” said mom.
“Oh man” groaned Hunty.
Then Hunty went to school. Hunty thought it was boring, so he just thought about something else.
When Hunty came back from school, he made a robot Hunty. He got a speaker so whatever he said,
the robot Hunty would repeat. He also could hear what other people said. Then the robot Hunty went to
school. Whatever Hunty said, that robot Hunty was repeating. The next day Hunty did it again and again and
he did it during the whole school year.
When it was summer vacation, Hunty went to India. When he came back school started. Hunty sat
with the robot Hunty. Then he used it until his mom found out that he’s hiding and she also found out, that
he made a robot Hunty. So, the next day Hunty just went to school with a phone.
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প্রবাহ
ববজয় কৃ ষ্ণ দত্ত

ককশশাশে পড়াশুশনা কেশে না চাইশে বপশে দু ঘা দদয়াে আশে মা প্রায়শই ছড়া দকশে একটি
আপ্তবাকয আবৃবত্ত কশে দশানাশেন৷ - ‘সময় চবেয়া যায় নদীে দরাশেে প্রায়’৷ পেবেী কাশে
জীবশনে উপে এই বাকযটিে অশমাঘ প্রভাব বনববড় ভাশব উপেবি কশেবছ৷ বহো জীবশন দবাধহয়
বকছু ’ই দেশম োশকনা - এক মাত্র স্মৃবে ছাড়া৷ নদীে দু পাশড়ে মে মশনে মাটি আঁকশড় ধশে
দেশক জীবনস্মৃবে সমশয়ে চশে যাওয়া দযাশে৷ প্রবাহমান জীবশন ঘশে যাওয়া বকছু ঘেনা ও
চবেত্রশক বনশয় ‘সেয েল্প’ বেেোম৷ পেভূ বম অসম প্রশদশ, সময় - স্ববাধীনো পেবেী ১৯৪০
দশশকে দশষ ভাে৷
সত্য গল্প - ১

১৯৫০ সাশেে - অোষ্ট মাস৷ পেভূ বম অসম প্রশদশ৷ আমাে জন্ম অসশম-ই৷ বাবা চা-বাোশন
চাকুেী কেশেন৷ মাজুবে েড় টি এশেে৷ -‘উইবেমসন দমোে’ দকাম্পানীে ঐ চা বাোনটি
অসশমে অেযন্ত দুেগম অঞ্চশে অববিে৷ সপ্তাশহ একবদন একো অবনয়বমে বাস বাোশনে চাে মাইে
দূে বদশয় দেজপুে চশে দযে৷ সহশেে সাশে দযাোশযাশেে ঐ একোই োস্তা দোো বছে৷ েভীে
জঙ্গশেে মাঝ বদশয় সরু পােশেে োস্তা৷ বদশন-দুপুশে বাঘ, হােী এবং অনযানয শ্বাপশদে
আনাশোনা চেশেই োকশো৷ এসব ববপশদে সম্ভাবনাো সওয়া হশয় বেশয়বছে৷ বাোন দেশক দুমাইে দূশে পবিশমে টীোয় সপ্তাশহ একবদন হাে বসশো৷ দসবদন বাবা সাইশকশে দচশপ হাশে দযশেন
সাো সপ্তাশহে বাজাে কেশে৷ বাড়ীে বাচ্চাশদে ববশশষ ‘োেবিয়ান মশদবশয়া টিকচান’ বাজাশেে
েবে ও মাশছে েেুই হাশে সাইশকশেে বপছু বনে৷ জীবন ধােশেে বাকী বজবনস্ পত্র আসশো
কাঁইয়াে(মাশড়ায়ােী) দদাকান দেশক৷ ইশেকবিবসটি কাশক বশে জানোম না৷ েশব প্রকৃ বে জাে
বজবনশসে অভাব বছেনা৷ পাহাড়,পােী - কৃ ষ্ণচূ ড়া আমাে বন্ধু বছে৷
বেন বছে হশো ইংশেজো ভােে দছশড় চশে দেশছ েবু ও চা-বাোশন পবেবত্তগ শনে আঁচ োশেবন৷
দন্ড মুশন্ডে কত্তগ া েেশনা সুদে
ূ ইংেন্ড বাসীো৷ - দমজাশজ, চবেশত্র এক একজন বড়োে৷
মযাশনজাে বমিঃ বপয়ােসশনে ভশয় মশদবশয়া কুবেো এবং োবত্ বাবুো েেি োকশেন৷ বাোশনে
একমাত্র হাসপাোশেে িাক্তাে িিঃ বে স্বভাববসদ্ধ ভাশব হাঁকিাক জুড়শেন ৷ বাোশনে বড়বাবু
আমাে বাবা ইংশেজীো ভাে বেশে ও বেেশে পােশেন বশে সাশহব, কুবে ও বাবু কূশেে ববশশষ
শ্রদ্ধাে পাত্র বছশেন৷ দদশজ মানুশষো বাবাশক আবজগ জানাে - অবিশস ও িযাক্টােীশে দেেঙ্গা
জােীয় পোকা উশত্তােন কশে স্বাধীেো বদবস উদযাপন কেশব সবাই বমশে ৷ -বেবন দযন বমিঃ
বপয়ােসনশক একেু বুবঝশয় বশে অনুমবে বনশয় োশেন৷ সুশযাে সীবমে হশেও দচষ্টা ও উৎসাশহে
অভাব বছেনা৷ বকন্তু সবাইশক আশাহে কশে বমিঃ বপয়েসন বাবাশদে আশবদন নাকচ কশে বদশেন৷
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শুধু োই নয়- িশোয়া জাবে কশে বদশেন- বাোশনে দচৌহবিশে দকউ দযন ভােেীয় জােীয়
পোকা োঙ্গাশনাে সাহস না দদোয়৷ এশে বনবিত্ ইন্ধন জুবেশয়বছে অল্প বয়স্ক দুই ইংশেজ
এবসশেন্ট মযাশনজাে৷ অপমাশন বাবাে মুে কাশো হশয় দেে৷ মৃদভ
ু াষী, দীঘগশদহী ববেষ্ঠ মানুষ’ো
েক্ষনীয় ভাশব চু প দমশে দেশেন৷ এক-দু বাে নীচু স্বশে মাশয়ে সাশে কো বেশে দদশেবছ৷ ভশয়
কুঁ কশড় বেশয় বাবুো সব ঘশে দসঁবধশয় দেে৷ -মশদবশয় কুবেো দুিঃে ভু েশে অনযানয বদশনে মশো
‘েওপাবন’ দে (শদশীমদ্) িু ব বদে৷ একো অস্ববে মাজুবেেশড়ে বনস্তেঙ্গ শাবন্তে পবেশবশশক গ্রাস
কশে দিেে৷
১৪ োবেে বাবা অবিস দেশক একেু আশেই বিেশেন হাশে কােশজে একো পযাশকে বনশয়৷ মা’দক
বেশেন কাঁইয়াে দদাকান ঘুশে এোম৷ পাঞ্জাবীো েুেশে েুেশে েো েু শে বুবধয়াশক
িাকশেন৷বুবধয়া বিেীয় মশদবশয়া দয োন্নায় ও ঘশেে কাশজ মা’দক সাহাযয কেশো৷ বুবধয়া এশেওশক বেশেন একো েম্বা বাঁশ বনশয় বাড়ীে বিেীয় দেশেে কাশছ দযশে আে মা’দক বেশেন
দসোই দমবশশনে ‘বববন’ ো েুশে বনশয় আসশে৷ বাবা সূেবে বদশয় বাঁশশে মাোয় ‘বববন’ টি
দবঁশধ বদশয় একো েম্বা দবড় োবনশয় বদশেন৷ আবম ও কুবিবদ সাোক্ষন দাঁবড়শয় দাঁবড়শয় বাবাে
কাজ কর্ম্গ দদেবছোম এবং হাজাে প্রশ্ন কেবছোম৷ বাবা বুবধয়াশক বেশেন
পশেে বদন সকাে আেো নাোদ ও দযন বাঁশটিশক বনবিগ ষ্ট জায়োয় পুঁশে দদয়৷ মা আস্বস্ত কেশেন
দয সব ঠিকোক হশয় যাশব৷ বাবা প্রবে বদশনে মশো সত্ত্বে অসুি োকুমাে ঘশে চশে দেশেন ৷
পেবদন সকাশে বাবা অবিস চশে দেশেন৷ সাধােেেিঃ সাশড় ন’ো নাোদ বেবন বাড়ী বিশে
আশসন সকাশেে জেোবাে দেশে৷ সকাে আেো দেশক মা পশড়শছন বুবধয়াশক বনশয়৷ একো বকছু
ঘেশছ দসই আশঙ্কায় আমো দছােো যুেপে উশত্তবজে ও দোমাবঞ্চে হবি৷ অবাক কান্ড মা
একবােও আমাশদে পড়শে বসশে বশেনবন দসবদন৷ মা বাঁশশে দোড়ায় কশয়কটি পােে দেশে
একো দবদী মশো কশে বদশয়শছন৷

বাবা ন’ো নাোদ বিশে এশেন এবং দসাজা চশে দেশেন দসই বনবিগ ষ্ট িাশন৷ মা আশেে বদশনে
কােশজে পযাশকে দেশক দেেঙ্গা জােীয় পোকা েুশে বাবাে হাশে েু শে বদশেন এবং সযশে
পােশেে দবদীে উপে সাবজশয় বদশেন দনোজী সুভাষ চন্দ্র বসুে একটি িশো৷ মূহূশেগ দবড়শে বাঁধা
জােীয় পোকা বাবাে হাশেে োশন উশে দেে আকাশশ৷ উদাত্ত স্বশে ধ্ববেে হশো ‘বশে মােেম
ও জয় বহে’৷ আমো ভাই-দবাশনো সমম্বশে চীৎকাে কশে উেোম জয় বহে্ ৷ বাবা বেশেন
আমাশদে দদশশ আমো স্বাধীন৷ মাশয়ে দচাশে জশেে ধাো ৷ বেবন ববড়ববড় কশে আউশে চশেশছন
‘ জনেন মন অবধনায়ক জয় দহ--------’ ৷
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এ হশো আমাে জীবশনে প্রেম স্বাধীনো বদবস উদযাপন এবং ‘ইবম্পবেয়াবেজশমে’ ববরুশদ্ধ
সমবষ্টেে প্রবেবাদ৷ পবেশশশষ জানাই- এ’দো দেে ১৯৫০ সাশেে ১৫ই অোশষ্টে সকাশেে
কাহানী৷ আোমী শবনবাে বেেশবা দসই োশেে অবভজ্ঞোে ভয়াবহ কাবহনী - ইবেহাস যাে
স্বাক্ষী৷
সত্য গল্প - ২

১৯৫০ সাশেে অোষ্ট মাস৷ বদন কশয়ক পশে আবম পাঁচ পূেগ কশে ছ’দয় পা দদব৷ মাজুেীেশড়
বদবে হশয় আসাে আশে আমো দবশদটী (ববহােী) চা বাোশন োকোম৷ বাবা ওোশনও বড়বাবু
বছশেন৷ ‘উইবেমসন্ দমেে’ দকাম্পানীে এই চা’বাোনটি আয়েশন ও বযবসায় অশনকো-ই দছাে
বছে৷ এোশনই আমাে জন্ম হয়৷ দছাে হশে বক-হশব, দযাোশযাশেে বদক্ দেশক দবশদটী অশনক
দবশী সুববধা জনক জায়োয় বছে৷ বাোশনে প্রান্ত বদশয় পােে বসাশনা চওড়া োস্তা চশে দেশছ
দেজপুশেে বদশক৷ অনয প্রাশন্ত েবেমপুে - অধূনা অরুনাচে প্রশদশশে ‘Foot Hills’. দবশদটীে ো
বদশয় বশয় যাশি দছাি পাহাড়ী নদী ‘বড়ুই’৷ বড্ড সুেে পবেশবশ৷ সমসযা বছে আমাশদে দেো
পড়া বনশয়৷ োই বাবা দেজপুশে বাড়ী বকশন বদবদশদে পড়াশনাে বশোবস্ত কেশেন৷ দাদা
দকােকাোয় মামাবাড়ীশে দেশক সুশেন্দ্রনাে কশেশজ ‘ইনোেবমবিশয়ে’ ভবত্তগ হশয়শছ৷

১৫ ই অোশষ্ট জােীয় পোকা উশত্তােশনে বযপােো হে দেৌেব ইংশেজ মযাশনজাে বমিঃ বপয়ােসন
দমশন বনশে পাশেনবন৷ সশন্ধযশবো বাবা অবিস্ দেশক বিেশেন একোশ বচন্তা মাোয় বনশয়৷ এবদশক
োকুমাে অসুিো ববপদ জনক হশয় উশেশছ৷ ইদাবনং মা ও দসজবদ সবগক্ষন োকুমাে শুশ্রুষায়
বযস্ত োকশছন৷ েভীে বচন্তায় মগ্ন বাবা বাোেে ‘ইবজ দচয়াশে’ ো এবেশয় বশস পড়শেন৷ দমজবদ
েেশমে ছু টিকাো’দে বাড়ী এশসশছ, - বকন্তু বড়বদ দেজপুশেই েশয় দেশছ আসন্ন ‘মযাবিক’
পেীক্ষাে প্রস্তুবেে জনয৷ োে বাড়শছ - বাবা দসই ‘ইবজ দচয়াশে’ োয় বশস৷ একাোও কো
বশেনবন বাড়ী দিো ইস্তক্৷ উশোশনে বনকষ কশো অন্ধকাশে োঁে দৃবষ্ট বনবদ্ধ হশয় আশছ৷
ঘবড়শে আেো দবশজ দেে৷- বাচ্চাশদে োশেে োবাে সময় হশো৷ মা - দমজবদশক বাচ্চাশদে
োইশয় বদশে বেশেন৷ োন্না ঘশেে অবিান দশাবাে ঘে দেশক একেু েিাশে বছে৷ ওপশে
এসশবোশসে ছাউবন োকশেও দুপাশো দোো বছে৷ ওোন বদশয় যাওয়াে সময় মাবেবড়ীে
(Kitchen Garden) অন্ধকাশে প্রায়স’ই োশদে জ্বেন্ত দচাশেে দদো বমেে৷ ধূত্তগ বচো সুশযাশেে
অশপক্ষায় দোকােশয় ঢু শক ঘাপটি দমশে বশস োকশো৷ দমজবদ সাবধাশন আমাশদে োন্না ঘশে বনশয়
এশো এবং দসজবদশক বপঁবড় দপশে বদশে বেে৷ বাবাে দমজাজ োওে
কেশে না দপশে সবাই চু প চাপ কাজ কশে যাবিে৷ বাদ সাধোম আবম৷ একটি ববশশষ বপঁবড়শে
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বসা বনশয় আড়াই বছশেে দছাে দবান কেযােীে সাশে েু মুে বববাদ বাবধশয় বদোম৷ কাশেে
উনুশন আগুন জ্বাবেশয় োবাে েেম কেশে বযস্ত দমজবদ আমাশদে বাে বাে চু প োকশে বশেন বকন্তু আমো নাচাে৷ অেেযা বাবাে ভয় দদবেশয়ও আমাশদে শান্ত কো দেে না৷ কেযােী
েীক্ষ্ন-স্বশে ক্কান্না জুশড় বদে৷ আমো েেন বনশজশদে বনশয় এে বযস্ত বছোম দয বাইশে বক
ঘেশছ োহে কেশে পাবেবন৷ মূহূশত্তগ োন্না ঘশেে দেজায় বাবাশক দদো দেে৷ - বেবন চীৎকাে
কশে উেশেন ‘ ওশে --ভূ বমকম্প - দোো বাইশে -আয়৷ আমো দাঁড়াশে বেশয় মুে েুবশে
পশড় দেোম৷ সমস্ত োন্না ঘেো ের্ ের্ কশে কাঁপশছ৷ বােরুশম দচৌবাচ্চাে জে ছোত্ ছোত্
শশে উপশচ পশড় বাোে ভাবসশয় বদশি৷ বাবা োন্নাঘশে ঢু শক আমাশক ও দছােশবান’দক উশোশন
ছু শড় বদশেন৷ দসজবদ ও কুবিবদ বাবাে সাহাশযয উশোশে চশে এশো৷ দমজবদ মাো োন্ডা দেশে
উশনাশন এক ঘটি জে দঢশে বদশয় ছু শে বাইশে দববড়শয় এশো ৷ ভূ বমকশম্পে সময় আগুন বনবভশয়
দদওয়া জরুেী৷ ঝাঁকুবন এে প্রবে বছে দয আমো উশোশন েুশোপুটি োবিোম - উবু হশয় বশস
োকাও সম্ভব বছে না৷ মা ও োকুমা দশাবাে ঘশে আেশক পশড়শছন ৷ বাবা বনরুপায় হশয়
দশাবাে ঘশেে বদশক োবকশয় ঈশশ্বশেে করুো বভক্ষা কেবছশেন৷ হোৎ-ই দমজবদ ‘মা’-বশে
চীৎকাে কশে উদ্ধগশ্বাশস দশাবাে ঘশেে বদশক দদৌড়ুশো - বকন্তু প্রবে ধাক্কায় বছেশক দেে েন্তবয
দেশক অশনকো দুশে ৷ দুবাশেে দচষ্টায় দমজবদ োকুমাে ঘশেে বদশা েুঁশজ দপে৷ আমাশদে ো
ববম-ববম কেবছে ৷ এবদশক দোহাে ঘশে েরুগুবে বাইশে দবশোশনে জনয হুশোপুটি কেবছে৷
প্রেম ধাক্কাো প্রায় এক বমবনে িায়ী বছে ৷ এেপে দশ/পশনে বমবনে পে পে’ই প্রবে ধাক্কা
অনুভূে হবিে৷ প্রায় ২০/২৫ বমবনে পে আমো দদৌশড় োকুমাে ঘশে বেশয় দদবে - োকুমাশক
বুক বদশয় আড়াে কশে দেশে- মা অজ্ঞান হশয় আশছন৷
৬০/৬৫ বছে আশে অসশম ভূ বমকম্প কদনবেন জীবে-যাপশনে অঙ্গ বছে৷ আমো বশশু বয়স
দেশক’ই ভূ বমকশম্প অভযস্ত হশয় পড়োম৷ মাশস ২/৩ বাে ভূ বমকম্প হশোই৷ মা’দয়ে বিশেে
বযাশমা বছে, ভূ বমকম্প হশেই মা জ্ঞান হাোশেন৷ বকন্তু ১৫ ই অোষ্ট ১৯৫০ এে ভূ বমকশম্পে
জাে’ই আোদা বছে৷ সাো োে ধশে ধোেে দকঁ শপ উেবছে, সাশে একো গুম্ গুম্ আওয়াজ দযন বনকশেই দকান পাহাড় ধ্বশস পড়শছ৷ সমস্ত প্রশচষ্টা সশত্ত্ব’ও োে দশো পযগযন্ত মা’দয়ে জ্ঞান
বিেশোনা৷ এবদশক বাইশে বঝপ্ বঝপ্ বৃবষ্ট সুরু হশয়শছ৷ বাবা আে Risk বনশে চাইশেননা,
একবাে িাক্তাে বাবুে কশছ যাওয়া দেকাে বশে উশে দাঁড়াশেন ৷ বেবন দববেশয় দেশেন
সহকর্ম্ীশদে বাড়ীে উশিশশ৷ বদবদো প্রমাদ গুনশেন৷ একাকী বাবাে পশক্ষ ঘন অন্ধকাশে ঢাকা,
ববপদসঙ্কুে বৃবষ্টশভজা োস্তা বদশয় মাইে দদশড়ক দূশে িাক্তাে বাবুে কাশছ দপৌঁছুশনা এবং বনদান
বনশয় বিশে আসা বযাবক্তেে বনোপত্তাে প্রশশ্ন অবশযই স্ববস্তে বছেনা৷ দুভগােযক্রশম ভূ বমকশম্পে পে
ওঁে সহকর্ম্ীো এেোই ববহ্বে হশয় পশড়বছশেন দয দকউ বাড়ী দছশড় দবরুশে োজী হশোনা৷
অেেযা নাবাবেকাশদে হাশে রুগ্ন মা ও স্ত্রী’ে ভাে নযস্ত কশে বেবন একটি েচগ ও ছাো সম্বে
কশে দববেশয় দেশেন৷ এবদশক দেশক দেশক ভূ কম্পন চেশেই োকশো৷ োে দুশোশেও বাবা
বিেশেননা৷ ক্ষু ধােগ দছাে দবান ও আবম ঘুবমশয় পড়োম ৷
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পেবদন সকাশে ঘুম ভাঙ্গাে পে জানশে পােোম োে বেনশে নাোদ বাবা বিশে এশসবছশেন
প্রশয়াজনীয় ঔষধ বনশয়৷ ভূ বমকশম্পে দুেবু ন প্রায় বন্ধ হশয়শছ৷ দভাে চােশে নাোদ মা’দয়ে জ্ঞান
বিশে আশস৷ বেবন দচাে বন্ধ কশে শুশয় আশছন৷ বাবা স্নান ও পূশজা দসশে এক কাপ দুধ দেশয়
অবিশস চশে দেশছন৷ সকাশেে বমবে দোশদ পাহাশড়ে মাোয় বেশিে মুকুে দসানােী হশয়
উশেশছ৷
চাবাোশনে বাড়ী গুশো অশনকো বাংশো পযাোশেগে৷ শান বাঁধাশনা দমশঝ এবং ‘বেশন্টে’ পযগযন্ত
ইশেে োেবন৷ উপশে কাে ও ‘হাবব’ে (েে জােীয় বুশনা ঘাস) ছাউবন৷ ভূ বমকশম্পে জনযই
বাড়ীে ‘বিজাইন’ এমন ধেশনে৷ দসজবদ জানাশো োকুমাে ঘশেে দদয়াশে বড় ধেশেে িােে
ধশেশছ৷
ববশকশেে বদশক মা বকছু ো ধােস্ত হশেন৷ সশন্ধয নাোদ বাবা অবিস দেশক বিেশেন৷ দচাে মুশে
ক্লাবন্তে ছাপ৷ বকছু ক্ষে আশে িাক্তাে বাবু এশস মা ও োকুমাশক দদশে দেশছন৷ ক্ষয়-ক্ষবেে নানা
বিবেবস্ত বেবন
মা’দক দশানাবিশেন৷ বাবা মা’দক বশেন এবাশেে ভূ বমকম্পো েুব বড় আকাশে হশয়শছ৷ অবিস
ও িযাক্টােীে ববশশষ ক্ষবে হশয়শছ৷ আশশ-পাশশে অনযানয বাোশন ও প্রভূ ে ক্ষবেে েবে আসশছ
৷ বিব্রুেশড়ে বদশক একো বড় বকছু ঘশেশছ ৷ দুবদন পে জানা দেে ববশাে বহ্মপুত্র নশদে
অববাবহকা ওেে পােে হশয় দেশছ ৷ ব্রহ্মপুশত্রে জেোবশ বকছু ো েবে পবেবত্তগ ন কশে অশনকগুশো
গ্রাম এবং বিব্রুেড় সহশেে বকছু ো অংশ ভাবসশয় বনশয় দেশছ ৷ অশনক মানুশষে সবেে সমাবধ
ঘশেশছ ৷ বহু মানুষ ও জীবজন্তু দিশে যাওয়া মাটিে ববশাে েহ্বশে পশড় বচেেশে হাবেশয় দেশছ
৷ েেশরাো কেধােী (বজয়া-ভেেী) নদীে জে দঘাোশে হশয় ভােী হশয় বেশয়শছ ৷ দেজপুে-,
ব্রহ্মপুশত্রে পাশড় একটি মশনােম সহে ৷ বকন্তু দসই অবভশপ্ত োশে ক্রমােে দুেুবন ও ব্রহ্মপুশত্রে
ভয়াে রূপ দদশে বড়বদ জ্ঞান হাোয়৷ এমন অবিা আেও অশনশকেই হশয়বছে৷ শােীবেক ও
মানবসক বদক্ বদশয় ববধ্বস্ত বড়বদশক বাোশন বনশয় আসা হশো৷ বনশজে জীবশনে ৬ বছশেে
দদাড়শোড়ায় দাঁবড়শয় এ এক অননয অবভজ্ঞো৷ োই দকােকাোে ভূ বমকমশপে দুেুবন আমাে মশন
দকান দেোপাে কশেনা৷
এে পে দুশো ঘেনা ঘেশো৷ ক’বদন পে োকুমা মাো দেশেন৷ জীবশন প্রেম মৃেুয দদেোম৷
বিেীয় ঘেনাটি স্ববস্তে৷ ১৫ ই অোষ্ট জােীয় পোকা উশত্তােশনে ববষয়টি আে আশোচনাে
ববষয়বস্তু েইশোনা৷ ভূ বমকশম্পে পেববত্তগ অবিা সামোশে বমিঃ বপয়ােসশনে েেন বাবাশক দকাে৷
পবেবশষ্ট: Inter Net এে data অনুযায়ী ১৯৫০ সাশেে অোষ্ট মাশস বেব্বে-অসশম ঘশে যাওয়া
ভূ বমকম্পই আজ পযগযন্ত ভােেবশষগে সবশচশয় েীব্র ও বড় ভূ বমকম্প৷ বেেোে দস্কশে েীব্রো ধো
পশড়বছে ৮.৬ ৷ অগুবন্ত After shock এে েীব্রো ৬ ছাবড়শয় বেশয়বছে৷ দসই সময় অসম বা
অরুোচশে জনবসবে অল্প’ই বছে৷ ো সশত্ত্বও প্রায় ৩ হাজাে মানুষ প্রাে হাবেশয়বছে৷
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Remembering Things Past
By: Suchismita Banerjee
What exactly do I miss about Durgotsav in the U.S? Yes, it's a different country where the cold Fall weather does
not resonate with the auspicious autumn-decked blue sky dashed with white cotton –candy-happy clouds back home. Yes, the
people, apart from handful nostalgic Bengalis and Indians, don't know or care about this autumn festival, and yes, the hopelessly monopalatable food of Indian restaurants with their monochromatic chicken curry and dal makhni cannot even match
the variety and taste of Kolkata street food vendored on makeshift food stalls and carts. But that’s reality and I accept it.
With expatriation comes certain leave taking and erasure of the familial and I’m ok with that. So what is it that aches me this
time of the year? Every year? I guess to find out, one would have to understand what Durga pujo means to a Kolkatan like me.
Well, pujo has never really been a religious affair to me. Not because of three decades of CPM hegemony or my family’s liberal leftist
intellectualism, but because of my lived experience in a state where there
is strongly felt communal upsurge of feelings and emotions centering on
this festival. Everybody is excited about pujo… sales go up, streets burst
with already overcrowding population gathered from different parts of
India, private television channels announce Ma’s arrival from summer,
partly to fan the hysteria and partly perhaps to vicariously relieve the
people from sweltering heat by showing them soothing blue autumn sky
and bunches of kashphool that one only sees on screen nowadays! Print
media is not far behind. Pujoshankhas (puja editions of collected literary
works) come out fast and are gorged readily months before pujo shows up in the calendar. Popular channels make their moral
obligation to make people fashionistas overnight and in turn create an existential dilemma of what to buy and where to buy
from, how to do a makeover from behenji to babe, from bheto bangali to tantra-going, hep hippy Bengali poseur. From eight
to eighty, everybody is stung with this pujo-coming fever and it is this imminence that I loved so much. This waiting--slow,
exciting, mind fluttering, patient counting of days made pujo palpable to me. With waiting came meticulous planning of how we
were going to spend those precious five days of our lives. Hours were spend and huge telephone bills were paid as friends and
cousins decided and debated over which pandals should we visit, strategize how to optimize our pratima darshan by dodging
(heaven knows how we did that!) labyrinthine people-filled lanes, where to actually find roguishly delicious food that would fit
our ridiculously meager budget (most of us survived on monthly doled out pocket money from our strictly economic parents),
which fuchka stalls to visit or shun depending on how many fuchkas were sold for ten rupees (one for one rupee was considered outrageous by us!), when and how would we go to Maddox Square, the iconic youth mingling spot where tradition and modernity blended, teenage boys and girls showed the middle finger to societal conservatism and established a temporary counterculture where smoking weeds and smooching became the new norm, dhakis (drummers) and local toughs tried to impress
young beauties, and the arati-lighted evenings saw unforgettable psychedelic moments where dhak, foot tapping dhunuchi
naach, conch shell, ululations, whistling, clapping, laughter, added with intermittent chants of “Durga Mai ki jai” created an
adrenaline rich ambience hard to forget.
Maddox is there, only I’m removed from it. Carefree pandal hopping has taken the place of Facebook wishes (and if
time permits, chats) and perhaps a sporadic phone call during Bijoya Doshomi. Expat assimilation has prompted me to make the
best of what I have here, spend good times with my new migrant friends, be excited over sarees and jewelries, participate
actively in the whole experience of probashi pujo and I’ve gotten used to it and gradually fallen in love with it. Yet the mind
yearns for a nostalgic past, unfulfilled dreams, unsaid words, truncated promises, unbeknownst happiness, and all the more…
for those common registers that wrapped up pujo in a familiar foil ready to be scattered in all too familiar bylanes of my city
of joy.
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India - Awakenings

By: Ruma Bhattacharya & Gaurav Aggarwal
Standing on my balcony, sipping a cup of green tea, I watch my country slowly awake to a new dawn. Soon
the track below would be filled with early morning joggers and the corner park with the yoga enthusiasts.
From where I stand, I can see how infrastructure has snaked its way around the city changing it to a beautiful
world class habitat. The local vendors from the nearby village go about their daily routine with a spring in their
steps and a song in their heart. Their village has been connected to the nearby cities with well laid out roads
and infrastructure giving them increased opportunities. Their happiness is contagious and my heart too breaks
into a song at this happy co-existence of yesterday with today and tomorrow.
Today’s a big day as RBI comes out with its Quarterly review and the much awaited Credit policy. The whole
world is nervous. New York Stock Exchange is showing a downward trend and so are the other major markets.
Everyone is glued to the News channels. The question is same on all minds - what would be the next RBI
move, what would be Raghuram Rajan’s tone – would it be Dovish or Hawkish. Dollar is depreciating and
there is a nervousness in all the major currencies. There was a time when a sneeze in the US had its repercussions in India but times have changed today. Yes! India has arrived.
The news channels are full of the debates on the issue and amidst these debates a small voice quips –
‘Mamma can I have some water’, shaking me off my slumber and making me realize that this was but just a
dream. I find my husband glued to the television watching a Janet Yellen speech. For the past week Bombay
Stock Exchange has lost more than 1000 points awaiting announcement of monetary policy by the US Fed
Reserve. All news paper’s in India are loaded with details of the US economy - US Employment rate, Inflation
in US and what would be the next step of the US Fed Reserve. Reality is in stark contrast to my dream and a
sneeze in US can still shake up the Indian economy.
My thoughts go back to my dream and I wonder if it will ever come true, would there be a self-reliant India,
where the rural India does not have to move to the already overcrowded cities in their quest to stay alive,
where staying alive does not call for a sacrifice of the dignity to live. Would there be a day when the world
eagerly awaits a speech by the RBI Governor or a policy announcement by RBI shapes the World economy.
A day when Rupee becomes the most tradable currency & instead of LIBOR (London Interbank offered rate)
we see MIBOR (Mumbai Interbank offered rate) ruling.
Is my dream so impossible to achieve? No says my mind. There is no dearth of talent or hard work. NRIs in different countries are making India proud. Global companies have CEOs like – Sundar Pichai, Satya Nadella,
Indra Nooyi and many more, from the Indian Origin. Indians abroad are successful but still back in India the
story remains much the same. The answer, probably lies in our own system and politics, a system that instead
of nurturing and letting talent flourish, stifles it to death. A system that needs a drastic change and that time
for change is NOW.
The Indian Premier is being given an open arm welcome by all major countries. The awareness to get digitally
connected and building infrastructure as a backbone, from reviving rivers to “Make in India”, yes the seeds
have been sown. With long term visions and rising above the petty squabbles of caste, creed and religion,
there are still miles to go. With new ideas and energy from the young India and the NRI corpus willing to join
hands, we can cover these miles and build a nation that can hold its own and stand tall amongst the world
leaders while still nurturing its own sensibilities. As they say - Together we can and we will!
Yes, the eternal optimist in me is hopeful that someday my dream would come true and my daughter will live
in the nation of my dreams – India.
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~ ~ গন্ধের ইতত্কথা ~ ~
সুলগ্না মুখার্জী বসু
েশন্ধে স্মৃবে, নাবক স্মৃবেে েন্ধ?

দুোগ পূশজাে েন্ধ ভাবশে ভাবশে কেদূে চশে দেোম। কেেকশমে েশন্ধে

স্মৃবেে োশন।
পূশজাে কো ভাবশেই ববশকশেে একো েন্ধ পাই। ধূপধুশনা দমশাশনা দধাঁয়া দধাঁয়া একো েন্ধ। দসই দধাঁয়াে
েন্ধ আমাশক আজও িাশক।
স্মৃবেে দচাশে দভশস উেশো এক অপরুপা দোধূবে,

োকুে দদেশে দবশোশনাে প্রস্তুবে। মােীে জশেে পাইপ

দোোশনাে আওয়াজ, দেশন বনশয় যায় সদযস্নাে বাোশনে বভশজ মাটিে েন্ধশে। বাবাে সন্ধযাবিক- োে েন্ধ আে
মাে সাশজে েন্ধ-নেু ন শাবড়, েয়না, কাঁশচে চু বড়, বেপবেক, পােবিউম। ববশকশেে দবশোশনাে োবেদ, োড়া।
আনে, আে নেু ন জায়োে নেু ন োকুে দদেবাে দোমাঞ্চ দমশাশনা েন্ধ। আজ দয আমাশদে সবাে ছু টি- োে
দয দকাশনা েন্ধ দনই, দকউ বক বেশে পাশে?
আমাে দছােশবোে জীবন

বাবাে বসবভে ইবঞ্জবনয়াবেং চাকবেে সূশত্র দকশেশছ বহু োমগাে পাওয়াে

দেশশন, দছাে দছাে মিস্বে শহশে। দসইেকম, বাঁকুড়াে কাশছ দমবজয়া োমগাে পাওয়াে দেশন যেন কেেী হবিে,
বাবা

দসোশন গুরুভাে বনশয় কাযগেে বছে। আমোও জীবশনে ৭ বছে দসোশন কাটিশয়বছ। গ্রাশমে পুশজা দদেবাে

একো অপূবগ অবভজ্ঞো হশয়শছ দসই কশয়ক বছে আমাশদে, পুশোপুবে বাবাে অদময আগ্রশহে জনয। বাঁকুড়া শহশেে
েবেে মশধয বদশয় জীশপ বা ambassador োবড়শে দচশপ বাবড়ে পূশজা দদো। েবেে দুইধাশে বাবড়, আে প্রায় সব
বাবড়শেই বনশজশদে পূশজা। এক চাোে োকুে প্রবেমা, অনবদয দচহাো, গ্রামীন পেবচশত্র দেশে উশেশছ। অশনক সময়
োবড় দেশক নামশেও দহাশোনা। োবড়শে দযশে দযশে উঁবক দমশেই দদো হশয় দযে
আেবেে েন্ধ বমশশ দযে ঘুঁশে দদওয়া দদওয়াশেে েশন্ধে সাশে। মাঝপশে
শহশে দেশম দবশ জনবপ্রয় একটি দদাকাশনে বসঙ্গাড়া, বনমবক, েযাংচা
দসই ৭ বছে বয়শস আবম োন বশশেবছোম যাঁে

মাশয়ে মুে।

“েঙ্গাজেঘাটি”

দসই সশন্ধয

নাশম একটি মাঝাবে

দেশয় বাবড় দিো।

কাশছ, বেবন আমাশক ভীষে দস্নহ কেশেন। বহুদূে দেশক

বেবন সাইশকে চাবেশয় আমাশক োন দশোশে আসশেন।একবাে পূশজাশে ওনাে গ্রাশমে োকুে দদেশে বেশয়বছোম।
গুটি কশয়ক পাকা বাবড়ে মশধয একটি বাবড় ওনাশদে। দাওয়াশে
বানাশনা

নােশকে দবড়ে োটিয়াশে বশস, উনুশনে পাশক

গুশড়ে নােশকে নাড়ু োইশয়বছশেন মাোেমশাইশয়ে পেী। োে েন্ধ আশজা নাশক দেশে আশছ।

োস্তাশে োবড়ে চাকাে আে দপছশন দপছশন ছু শে আসা একদে কাঁচাশদে কবচ পাশয়ে ধূশোে েন্ধ।

গ্রাশমে

উনুন

ধোশনাে েন্ধ দভশস আসশছ আশপাশ দেশক। দসইসব েন্ধ দকাোয় দযন হাবেশয় দেে।
সপ্তমীে সশন্ধযশবো

অনয এক গ্রাশমে

কাো িে, কনবববদযে দভজা চাশেে

ববধষ্ণুগ দোস্বামী পবেবাশেে পূশজাে বনমন্ত্রে েক্ষা-পদ্ম িু ে, দেে বসঁদে
ু ,
আে দভাশেে েন্ধ দমশাশনা দস একো অনয পৃবেবী।
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পুরুবেয়াে মাশেে শােবন-মহুয়া-বশমূে-পোশশে েন্ধ। ববষ্ণুপুশেে দপাড়ামাটিে ভু েশে বসা েন্ধ।
মাটিে ভাঁড় আে দিাোশনা চাশয়ে বমেশনে েন্ধ। বাবাে অবিস দিেে

বকশন আনা

-দছাো -দেঁশো কো কাঁচােংকা-নুশনে েন্ধ। ভু িা দপাড়াশনাে েন্ধ, আে বনভু উনুশন

দোঙ্গাভো
হাে পাোে

েেম
হাওয়া

বাবেশে ভাজা মুবড়-বাদাম
বদশয় আঁচ বাড়াশনা

আগুশনে িু েবকে েন্ধ।
কনস্ট্রাকশন সাইে দেশক বাবাে আনা ববশ্বকমগা পূশজাে কােশজে বাক্স ভো েু বে কচু েী আে দবাঁশদে , পযাশকে-দভজা েন্ধ।
নববশষগে নেু ন পাঁবজে েন্ধ। অদ্ভূ ে সুেশোো যন্ত্র বদশয় েু শো দপঁজাশনাে েন্ধ।
Keds জুশোে বিশেশে আেশক োকা দচাঁেকাঁোে ঝাশমোে

েন্ধ। কুেোছ ঝাঁবকশয় কুে পাড়বাে সময় চাদশেে ওপশে ঝশে

পো শুকশনা পাোে েন্ধ। বষগায় ঝশে যাওয়া কদশমে েন্ধ, Parthenium ে বুশনা েন্ধ।
আমার পৈতিক তিন্ধের গে। বেকশাো বাঁক ঘুেশেই বাবড় দদেশে পাবাে আশেই পুকুে, োশেে েস, কাঁেচাঁপাে েন্ধো
দপোম। সদে দেজা বদশয় ঢু কশেই িানবদশক
দোয়াে ঘশেে দেশক দভশস আসা কয়ো

দচাশেে িাক্তাে দছােদাদুে দচম্বাশেে দচনা েন্ধ। উশোন দপবেশয় ভাঁড়াে ঘে আে

আে গুশেে েন্ধ। োর্ম্াে বাো মশোে েন্ধ, শীে দধায়া েন্ধ, সাবান দভজাশনাে োঠিে

েন্ধ। কবেকোনাে পুেশনা আসবাবপশত্রে আে বইশয়ে আেমাবে গুশোশে সাবজশয় োো হাজাে হাজাে বইশয়ে েন্ধ। পাশনে বাোে
েন্ধ, েুবকশয় োওয়া ছড়া দেঁ েু শেে আচাশেে েন্ধ। বাবে দনভা সশন্ধযে সােী,

দোভ আে েণ্ঠশনে েন্ধ দো আশছই, এমনবক frill

দদওয়া হােপাোোশেও একো েন্ধ বছে।পুকুেপাশে ছাই বদশয় বাসন মাজাে, পাবেহাঁশসে জেোে আে গুেবে-শামুশকে েন্ধ।
বভশয়শনে েন্ধ, নহবশেে সানাইশয়ে শশেে আশে সানাইবাদকশদে কড়া আেশেে েন্ধ। দাদুে সাশে প্রবে ববশকশে ঘুেশে
যাওয়া স্বপ্না বাজাশেে েন্ধ-শােপাোে দোঙ্গাশে দবঁশধ দদওয়া পাঁচবমশশবে পুশজাে িু ে, োজা সববজ-িে, দেশেভাজা-িােপুেী, tiffin
cake, বমবষ্ট, বছশেে দদাকান, জামা-শাবড়, বক নয়। োর্ম্াে

বহমানী,

েু বহনা আে পাউিাশেে েন্ধ। বদদামাে Mysore Sandal আে

বনউ মাশকগ শেে বববেেী বক্রশমে েন্ধ।
সাদা অযাম্বাশসিে দেশক দনশম বাবা যেন বাবড় ঢু কে , েেন একো সাইে দঘাো ধূশোে আে দভজা বসশমশন্টে েন্ধ
দপোম। বাবা যেন চান-সন্ধযাবিক দসশে

জেোবাে দেশো,

দসই েন্ধ পাশে েেন অনযেকম - ধূপ,শেশেে প্রদীপ, সাবান –

পাউিাশেে পববত্র একো েন্ধ।
আর আমার মান্ধের গে? দেশাে োন্নাে বদশন মা ম া শঝ ম াশঝ ই এশস, োে জ া ি োন -আেে-জায়িে-জায়ত্রীে েশন্ধ
আে সববজে েশস োোশনা হাশেে োেু আমাশদে নাশকে েোয় ধশে বেশো- " বেশো
বববেয়ানী? কাবাশবে বমশ্রে? না অনয
আমাে সমস্ত েন্ধববচাশেে প্রেম

বকছু ? দকানবদন দকক bake কেশে

বকশসে েন্ধ? " -আমো guess কেোম-

ববসশয় আসবাে দচনা

েন্ধ। আমার মা- দসইশো

গুরু।

আর যে মান্ধের আেম ন -েমশনে মশধয বদশয় সমস্ত রূপ-েস-বেগ-েন্ধ-েশগ

উৎপবত্ত োভ কশে সাো দুবনয়াশে আশোড়ন সৃবষ্ট

কশে, ওই দয শাপো-শােুক-বশউবে োে বেগ-েন্ধ বদশয় দয সাড়া দিশে যায়, দসই জেজ্জননী মাশক দকন্দ্র কশেই দো সববকছু ে শুরু
আে দশষ।
োে পদধ্ববনই দো আমাে মশনে

েভীে দেশক এই েশন্ধে স্মৃবেে সূত্র দেশন দবে কশে আনশো।

দসই মা দয আসশছন । োই দো চাবেবদশক এে আশয়াজন, এে দকাোহে, এে আনে।
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Dr. TC Anand Kumar: The Man Who Relinquished Glory to India’s First
Test- Tube Baby Maker, Dr. Subhas Mukherjee

It is now well known that the late Dr. Subhash Mukherjee from Kolkata was India’s first test-tube baby maker. This article
aims to clarify some points and show the magnificent munificence and righteousness of another great reproductive Biologist, Dr.
T.C. Anand Kumar who reinstated Dr. Mukherjee’s achievements with full glory.
Dr. Mukherjee did make India’s first test tube baby, Durga Agarwal, in 1978. He was actually the second person in the
whole world to make a test tube baby. He was a little late, actually by a few months after Robert Edwards and Patrick Steptoe’s
first test tube baby came to the world. This signifies Dr. Subhas Mukherjee’s scientific efforts and novelty of the process. However,
he was not credited for what he achieved for a long time. Vilified by doctors in Kolkata, he committed suicide. It was Dr. TC Anand
Kumar, a famous reproductive Biologist, who made India’s first documented test tube baby in Bombay in 1986, found out Dr
Mukherjee’s work while attending science congress in Kolkata. Dr Anand Kumar later declared that it was not him, but Dr. Subhas
Mukherjee who should be credited for India’s first test tube baby (1). There are ample evidences of Dr. Mukherjee’s published
work which Dr. T.C.Anand Kumar appended in the end of his article in the journal, Current Science (1). Moreover Dr. Anand Kumar
discussed Dr. Mukherjee’s techniques in details and how it differed from Dr. Robert Edward and Steptoe’s work (2).
It was in a 6 page long historical note in the leading Indian Science journal, Current Science, published in 1997 that Dr.
T.C.Anand Kumar relinquished his glory to Subhash Mukherjee (1). Dr. Anand Kumar was the Director of Institute for Research in
Reproduction in Bombay [now known as National Institute for Research in Reproductive Health (NIRRH)] when the birth of
Harsha, supposedly India’s first test-tube baby, was declared in 1986. He was also a reproductive Biologist par excellence. He
mentions that he was unaware of Mukherjee’s achievements and clarified beyond doubt in that landmark article that it was
Mukherjee, not him, who was responsible for producing India’s first test tube baby, Durga Agarwal, in 1978 in Calcutta (1). Rarely
do we come across such liberal and honest-to-the-core soul in a highly competitive world who can give away his laurels to the
deserving one. By relinquishing his glory, Dr. TC Anand Kumar truly displayed his nobility.
Secondly it is also not true that the ICMR and Indian Medical fraternity have not corrected this historical error of omission of Mukherjee’s achievements. The website of the Dr. Subhas Mukherjee Memorial Reproductive Biology Research Centre in
Kolkata declares that in 2002; “The Indian Council of Medical Research acknowledge[d] the contributions of Subhas Mukherjee
with regard to the work on IVF and recorded it in their document, [the] “National Guidelines for Accreditation, Supervision and
Regulations of ART Clinics in India”.”(3).
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It is pertinent to note that Indian scientists were always at par with their Western counterparts in the field of IVF. Prof. Robert
Edwards, the 2010 Nobel Laureate for Medicine in the field of IVF went to the same place, Edinburgh, to study reproductive Physiology as did Dr. Mukherjee. Prof. Edwards depended on natural menstrual cycle to collect ovum whereas Dr. Mukherjee used the
hormone, gonadotrophin, to stimulate ovum production. Freezing of embryo in liquid nitrogen and implantation of fertilized
ovum in next cycle was another innovation from Mukherjee’s side (2). It should not be forgotten that IVF is still the only method
to make embryonic stem cell. Stem cells are rare these days due to the infinite hope raised by their therapeutic value in treating
neurodegenerative and cardiovascular diseases, burns, fatal anemia, blindness etc. Though embryonic stem cell research is embroiled in moral and ethical issues and fulcrum is now bent towards pluripotent stem cell, still ease of IVF procedure and procurement of embryonic stem cells make IVF a mainstay for stem cell research. IVF is also the main way to clone animals. Dolly, the
cloned sheep that grabbed popular attention in 1997, would not have been made without IVF. It appears IVF has far-reaching
impact and without the pioneering work of Edwards, Steptoe, Mukherjee et all, IVF would not have come this far.
Dr. T.C.Anand Kumar passed away in January, 2010 (4). It is surprising that Bengal, otherwise known for its progressive
and liberal attitude, vilified Mukherjee and cornered him to commit a suicide. Loosely based on his life, Ramapada Chowdhury, a
Bengali writer wrote a novel, Avimanyu. Mr. Chowdhury likened Dr. Mukherjee’s claustrophobic existence to that of the epic
character, Avimanyu, trapped within the Chakravuho. Tapan Sinha’s film, “Ek Doctor ki Maut” was in turn based on this novel. I
remember one newspaper report of 2006 published in Anandabazar Patrika wherein it was written that Dr. Mukherjee’s wife was
impoverished and uncared for even though his students were minting money from this IVF business in Kolkata that this man
spawned. Such is life. Restitution of Subhash Mukherjee’s glory actually came from a quarter least expected. It was not from Bengal intelligentsia but from Dr. T.C. Anand Kumar of Mumbai. And that makes Dr. T.C. Anand Kumar so special to the Science-loving
Bengalis of Kolkata!
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Indrani Goswami
Doodh Peda (Milk Peda)
Ingredients:
1¾ cups Milk Powder
1 Can Condensed Milk
3 tbsp. Butter
6 Green Cardamoms, peeled and seeds crushed to fine powder
A small pinch of Saffron, dissolved in 2 tbsp. warm water or milk
A small pinch of Salt (Optional but recommended)
Few Dry Nuts of your choice (cashews, almonds, pistachios etc.)
Procedure:
Take a microwave safe deep bowl and melt the butter by microwaving it for 20-30 seconds.
Once the butter is melted, add milk powder and condensed milk and whisk them well. Make sure that they are combined well without any lumps.
Place the bowl back in the microwave and cook on 100% or high power for a minute.
Remove the bowl and mix them well with a help of a sturdy spoon.
Place the bowl back in the microwave and cook on high power for another minute.
Again take it out of the microwave and mix in cardamom, a pinch of salt and
saffron water/milk. Mix them well and place it back in a microwave for another 1
minute on high power.
By now you should be able to form small balls of the mixture. Mix them well and microwave again for 30 seconds to a
minute.
Let it cool for a minute so that it becomes easy to handle without burning your hands!
Grease the surface as well as the rolling pin generously with ghee. Lightly knead the peda mixture with hands or using
a spoon to make a large ball and place it on the greased surface.
With the help of a rolling pin, start rolling it into a circle of 1-1.5 cm thickness by applying gentle pressure.
You can just run through the knife and cut them into squares or diamonds or use any sharp edged small bowls or
bottle caps. With the leftover peda mixture you can roll them again to thick circle and cut them to desired shapes or
else you can simply make small rounds with hands, as the traditional pedas are done. Press a piece of your favorite
nuts in the center and place these pedas in a greased plate until they cool down completely.
The delicious Doodh Pedas or Milk Pedas are ready to be served in no time! They make a beautiful gift to be shared
with your loved ones
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Daab Chingri
Ingredients:
1 tender green coconut
250 gm medium sized prawns
50 gm grated fresh coconut
2 tbsp. ground mustard
2 green chilies
½ tbsp. Turmeric powder
3 tbsp. Mustard Oil
Salt (to taste)

Procedure:
Coconut treatment:
Slice the tender coconut at the top and retain the lid aside. Make a hole at the top to drain out the coconut water and
the pulp.
Retain the coconut water and pulp
Slice off the base of the coconut also so that it can rest vertically.
Make a paste of mustard and green chilies
De-shell and de-vein (clean) the prawns thoroughly
Marinate with salt and turmeric for 10 minutes
In a bowl, mix the grated coconut, coconut pulp, mustard-chili paste, salt to taste, coconut water (little quantity) to
make a thick paste.
Mix the paste with the prawns.
Add mustard oil (2 tbsp.) to the mixture.
Put the mixture in the emptied coconut shell.
Cover the shell with the sliced lid.
Place the coconut vertically inside a micro-wave oven.
Cook for 15 mins.
Delicious Daab-Chingri is ready to serve with boiled rice.

Echorer Kofta
Ingredients:
FOR KOFTA:
Boiled Echor (200gms).
Boiled potato (1big).
Fried BhajaMasala powder (1 Tablespoon).
Salt to taste.
Oil for deep frying.
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FOR GRAVY:
Grated onion (2 big).
Grated tomatoes (2 big)
Oil (2 Tablespoons).
Jeera(cumin) powder, Coriander powder ( 1-2 Teaspoons each).
Jeera a pinch, bay leaves (2-3).
Salt to taste.
Red chili powder and turmeric powder as per requirement.
Green chilies (3-4).
Ginger paste (1 Teaspoon).
Ghee (1 Tablespoon), Garam masala powder (1 Teaspoon).
Procedure:
Take a bowl and mix all the ingredients of kofta except oil and mix properly knead properly so that no lumps are
found. Make small small kofta balls out of it and deep fry them in heated oil in simmer. It’s important to fry kofta balls
in simmer or else only the external part will be fried and inner part won’t be cooked.
Now remove extra oil from the kadai so that gravy can be cooked, add jeera, bay leaves, grated onions and fry well,
add grated tomatoes, ginger paste and salt and cook till oil leaves from the ingredients and walls of kadai, now add
jeera powder, coriander powder, chilli powder and turmeric powder, if required add little water so that ingredients
don't burn up, once you see the ingredients got cooked add water and bring it to boil by closing lid, now as water is
boiling add fried koftas and green chillies, once the whole thing comes to boil add little ghee and garam masala powder and off the stove, serve it with rice, paratha, roti or puris. It’s yummy to have fried koftas as a snack item which
goes good with tea or coffee.

Malai Chomchom
Ingredients
For The Chhana :
Whole Milk - 6 cups
White Vinegar - 1/4 cup
Water - 1/4 cup, to dilute the vinegar

For Sugar Syrup :
Sugar - 1 cup
Water - 4 cups
Green Cardamom Pods - 2
For Malai :
Whole Milk - 2 cups
Heavy Whipping Cream - 1 cup
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Sugar - 4 tablespoons

Rose Water - 1 teaspoon
Pistachio & Saffron Strands for garnishing
Making Chhana
Place the milk on medium heat and bring it to a nice boil. When the milk will start boiling, add the vinegar+water
little by little.
When the milk will be curdled completely, green water will be all over the pot, and chhana will be separated, turn
off the heat and keep the chhana for 5 minutes as it is.
After 5 minutes, take a large strainer and cheese cloth or white cotton cloth on the strainer, and strain the chhana
completely.
Now run cold water over the chhana to remove the smell of the vinegar and to cool the chhana also. Now take 4
corners of the cloth and squeeze the cloth to remove excess water from the chhana.
Cover the chhana with the cheese cloth and place in the strainer, put some weight on the chhana for 20 minutes,
this way the excess water will be removed.
After 20 minutes take the chhana on a clean flat surface and kneed the chhana with your palm for 15 minutes,
without stopping. Now make a smooth soft chhana dough.
Make 12 small balls from the chhana dough. Take each chhana ball, roll each one into a smooth oval shaped ball,
cover the chomchom with dump cheese cloth and keep aside.

For the Syrup :
Take 1 cup sugar & 4 cups of water in a large pot with enough space in it. Bring the sugar syrup to a nice boil.
When the syrup will start boiling, add the crushed cardamom pods, and the chhana balls into the boiling syrup and
close the pot with an airtight lid.
Boil the chomchoms for 20 minutes on medium heat. After 20 minutes turn off the heat, but do not open the lid
right now. Keep it as it is for 10 minutes.
After 10 minutes open the lid and take the chomchoms out of the syrup and place on a flat large plate in a single
lay
Making the Malai :

Take another non-stick pan add 2 cups of whole milk, heavy whipping cream into the pan and place on medium
heat. Let the mil & cream boil for 10-15 minutes until you get the creamy malai texture.
But stir constantly in between, otherwise it will burn from the bottom. Add the sugar & rose water and few strands
of saffron to the malai & mix well.
When you will get a creamy smooth but liquid Malai, spread over the chomchoms. Let the malai chomchom to cool
down at the room temperature.
Sprinkle chopped Pistachios & Saffron strands on the "Malai Chomchom" & keep inside the refrigerator. Remove
the "Malai Chochom"just before serving.
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Sarees Ghar by Mimi Ghosh
Durga Puja is the most special occasion for the Bengalis, wherever they are in the world. Talk about “Durga Pujar Saaj” for bong
women and the first thing that comes to mind is the word ‘Saree’. This is one time of the year we definitely love to drape ourselves
in the traditional 6 yards because nothing can beat the uniqueness, charm and elegance of the ‘saree”. A saree actually emphasizes
the beauty, ethnicity and sensual charm of a woman the most. For those of us living far away from home, the first thing on our
shopping list when we visit Kolkata is ‘saree’. There are numerous types of traditional saree made all around Bengal, which anyone
would like to add on their wish list. So next time when you visit Kolkata do not forget to take a look at this list for your perfect shopping adventure. These are just a few ones of the main traditional Bengali sarees. Wish u all “Happy Shopping"

DHAKAI JAMDANI Jamdani is one of the most intricate muslin weaves in Bengal, dating back to the times when there was no diplomatic border between the state and Bangladesh. This fine muslin garment is named after the city of its
origin, Dhaka. It is one of the most artistic textiles in the world. It is made by employing very complicated
methods of weaving which result in a very fine, sheer and delicate fabric. It looks beautiful and ethereal,
even while being extremely comfortable & exudes class and timelessness. Though these sarees were traditionally adorned with motifs of flowers, some artisans are now trying out more contemporary patterns,
including geometric shapes and abstract motifs.
GARAD SAREE
Garad is a white saree with a red border that epitomizes traditional Bengali women.
These sarees are traditionally woven in a strong silk fabric that is not dyed - so as to retain the purity of the
fabric - with a bold, red border to off-set the white body. Garad sarees have a sacred importance in traditional
rituals of the Bengali community. These sarees are worn extensively during festivals, ceremonies and special
occasions, & is a must-have in all Bengali women’s wardrobe.

BALUCHARI SAREE
Richly hued Baluchari saree with stories woven in zari on it, are nothing short of a treasured heirloom in most Bengali households.
Produced mainly in the town of
Murshidabad, Baluchari sarees are famous for the elaborate and artistic mythological depictions on the pallu. These exclusive sarees were mainly woven for the rich
nobles and aristocrats in olden times. It is made using special techniques of weaving
and spinning, with the finest silk threads, and is polished after it is created. Due to
the intricacy and beauty of the designs and the finesse involved in the weaving, it
takes two weavers over a week to produce a single saree.

TUSSAR SILK
The Malda district of West Bengal is famed for large-scale silkworm culture and the vast production of one
of the finest silks in the country - Tussar. Hence, it is no surprise that one of the most in-demand sarees from
Bengal is the Tussar silk saree that is traditional, classy, and timeless in appeal. Tussar silks are often also
used as a canvas for Kantha work or as a base for Baluchari sarees. However, handloom Tussar silks with
solid coloured bodies and woven patterns on the pallu are the most popular varieties endorsed by contemporary women.
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BATIK PRINT SAREE
Batik, the Indonesian technique of resist-dyeing using wax, has been practiced in Bengal for ages. Stunningly
beautiful Batik sarees from Bengal, predominantly made in and around the Bolpur area, are hugely popular.
The art of Batik involves drawing patterns on the fabric with wax and then dyeing it to get desired
effects. Batik sarees flaunt interesting color combinations, achieved by dyeing and re-dyeing the fabrics,
helping to bring out the patterns.

MURSHIDABAD SILK & MATKA SILK SAREES
Bengal's Murshidabad district has been famous for silk production since the era of the British Raj, during
which it used to be one of the major exports from East India. Today, Murshidabad silk sarees are known all
over the world, the most popular styles being the ones block printed in vibrant hues and eye-catching
patterns.
A textured handloom fabric made from waste mulberry silk, without removing the gum, Matka silk has also
gained popularity over the years. Majorly spun in the Malda and Murshidabad districts of West Bengal, these sarees are rich and elegant. Matka silk sarees, commonly available in rich colours and flaunting ornate
patterns, are light-weight, strong and durable. Lately, these sarees are also embellished with embroidery,
making their drapes covetable by women around the country.

TAANT SAREE
Another very popular weave from Bengal is the traditional Taant saree, which is one of the most widely woven textiles in the state. This saree has traditionally been worn by Bengali women since ages.
Taant sarees are usually made with pure cotton threads, making them very light in weight, perfect for
the hot and humid Indian climate. Named after the loom on which they are woven, these sarees are
commonly adorned with traditional patterns of paisleys, flowers, stars, and ornamental motifs.

KANTHA STITCH SAREES
Kantha is an embroidery technique, originally used to embellish or sew together old pieces of cloth into quilts. The technique
went on to gain so much popularity over the years that it is now used to adorn sarees. Kantha sarees are
now handmade by women vastly in and around the area of Bolpur in West Bengal, the skill of these artisans clearly visible in the beautifully embroidered drapes. The patterns used in these sarees range from
geometric shapes and tribal motifs to elaborate designs, spread over six yards of cotton or silk.
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From
Dr. Basanti and Dr. Asish Basu
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Namo Devyai Mahaa-Devyai Shivaayai
Satatam Namah |
Namah Prakrtyai Bhadraayai Niyataah
Prannataah Sma Taam ||

Ma Durga is here to add joy to our
day, she is here to bless us in every
single way! Wishing everybody a very
happy fes ve season!
From,
The Basu Family
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Subho Bijoya from
Ritika, Rohan
Nandina, Shantanu &
Arundhati

from:

Swapna & Ramkrisha

Rai Chowudhary

Subha Bijaya

from:
Durgabai and Ashok Ganguly
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Happy Durga puja and Diwali
From Roy Family :
Debashish, Tanushree, Tanya and Vikram
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Best compliments from
- Ghosh Family
( Ivanka, Ishika, Mimi amd Partho )

Best Wishes
- Sudeshna & Sourab Dasgiuota
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Sharodiya Shubechha
- Paulami & Bhaskar

Sharodiya Shubechha

Best Wishes From Sudeshna and Sourav Dasgupta

Sujit Hazra & Family
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— Diyana, Deb, Madhumita & Jaydip
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Sarodiya Priti o
Subhecha

From
- Shreya , Sharmistha and Arup Dutta
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BASFL is a non-profit socio-cultural organization committed to serving Bengalis born and brought up in the United States. BASFL
thanks everyone in South Florida and beyond who has contributed to helping us grow over the years. To learn more about BASFL,
please visit our website at basfl.org. Funding for this organization is provided in part by the Broward County Board of County Commissioners as recommended by the Broward Cultural Council. Funding is provided for in part by the National Endowment for the
Arts.
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